Stepping outside the box in considering the C/T ratio.
Rate expectancy theory (RET) predicts that in Pavlovian procedures conditioned responding will be directly related to the ratio of time spent in the experimental context (C) relative to the trial time (T) or duration of the conditioned stimulus (CS). This prediction was discussed in the context of three experiments. The first and third experiments involved sexual conditioning in quail [Learn Motiv 31 (2000) 211; J Exp Psychol Anim Behav Processes 27 (2001) 269]; the second experiment involved conditioning rats with food as the unconditioned stimulus (US) [Learn Motiv 28(1997) 465]. In each experiment, one type of conditioned response was directly related to the C/T ratio (as predicted by RET) but another conditioned response was inversely related. In addition, the conditioned behavior that occurred with low C/T ratios was controlled by contextual cues rather than the putative CS. The implications of these findings for possible boundary conditions of RET were discussed. The discussion revealed serious shortcomings in the characterization of context conditioning by RET.